Resilience Roadmap
A Collaborative Approach to Multi-Jurisdictional Planning

**Activity 4: Developing a Resilience Strategy**

**Discussion Questions:**
- What strategies support a greater ability to maintain the operability of shared infrastructure system-wide during system shock and stress?
- What strategies yield a co-benefit across jurisdictional lines and/or provide a ‘down-stream’ benefit for other infrastructure system users?
- Have all strategy categories been considered, including: Long-Term Planning; Regulations & Policies; Programs; and Capital Projects.
- What strategies are supportive of a specific site or critical government operational versus a broader system and regional resilience? What site-specific / government operation-specific solutions could be scaled throughout a jurisdiction for broader community resilience? What solutions could be scaled across jurisdictional boundaries for regional resilience?

**Discussion Tool:**
The following worksheet is available for facilitators to frame and record the conversation.

---

**Activity 4: Sample worksheet for facilitators (printable, full-size version on back)**